
 
 

What’s Going On In UK Sector And Sub-Sector Commercial 

Property Derivatives: A Broker’s Perspective  

BRETT SCOTT from Hoare Capital Markets discusses the company’s experiences in sector and sub-

sector property derivatives brokerage 

 “Developing an efficient property derivatives market is one of the last great frontiers of financial risk 

management, portfolio management, and investment. Property derivatives have moved from strength to 

strength over the last few years, but the product remains comparatively i lliquid. Furthermore, the majority of 

trading to date has been based on broad prop erty indices which, while being of use to some large institutions, 

are not ideal for many mainstream property players that would gain more benefit from trades based on 

property sector indices.  

 

Hoare Capital, along with major property players (such as indirect and direct property funds, REITS, and private 

property companies), is leading the effort to develop the sector and sub-sector property derivative markets. We 

have formed strong relationships and seek to develop opportunities on behalf of our clients. We maintain a 

portfolio of property derivative interests and seek to bring deals to fruition by sourcing liquidity, matching 

positions and facilitating price discovery. We believe that the scope for a specialist broker to add value within 

the property derivatives market is very high.” (http://www.hoare-capital.com/)  

 

The above piece, found on our website, is optimistic. Behind it though are many months of difficult 

work, often for uncertain rewards. Indeed, the property derivatives markets are no easy playground 

for brokers and other intermediaries. In this report I would like to share some insights into the 

markets and in particular our experiences in making ground in the sector and sub-sector property 

derivatives markets. I would like to share what I have learnt from market participants, many of 

whom have been involved in property derivatives for several years, and suggest where this market 

might be going. The goal here is not to try convince institutions to use property derivatives, but 

rather to assist them by providing a realistic picture of the dynamics of the market.  

http://www.hoare-capital.com/
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The history of the market 

The history of the property derivatives market is an interesting one, but it is not of much practical 

use to prospective users so I will skirt over it quickly. It can be summed up pretty much like this: It’s 

been around for several years. It very much exists and trades take place, though the great majority 

of trades are based on the IPD All Property index (see below). The volume of trades and size of 

trades was increasing throughout 2007 but in 2008 the volumes and trade sizes took a hit and have 

flattened out. Many participants expect the market to recover and for the trade sizes and volumes 

to increase. The main discrepancy is between those that think the market will really explode and 

those that think it will always be fairly limited in its extent. 

 

Deals to date: IPD All Property Swaps 

In the UK, the majority of deals to date have been swap contracts based on the IPD All Property 

Index. When people refer to ‘the property derivatives market’, they are most often referring to these 

instruments. For those not familiar with the swap mechanism, it is a process whereby counterparties 

exchange cash flows (literally swap them), thereby replacing one cash flow with another (for more 

information on the mechanics of swaps, it is worth looking at the useful report by the IPF’s Property 

Derivatives Interest Group: See Pg.4 here). For more information on the IPD index, see here. If you 

go onto a Bloomberg terminal and get ‘property derivative pricing’, you are getting a rough 

assessment of pricing on an IPD All Property contract, based on quotes from licensed bank dealers. 

There are a limited number of banks operating as dealers (for a list of these banks see here - bear in 

mind though that only some of the licensed banks are actually active in the market).Trades on the 

IPD All Property index take place at a reasonable pace ticking over from quarter to quarter (to see 

trade volumes and statistics on IPD-based trades see here), either between bank dealers and end-

users or between bank dealers themselves (the interdealer market). 

 

To date, end-users in the market have primarily entered into select single transactions at irregular 

intervals. By ‘end-users’ I mean those institutions that are not dealers (market-makers) in property 

derivatives, and who use them for specific purposes related to their business. End users might 

include major institutional investors, listed companies, private companies and a variety of other 

institutions such as hedge funds. Institutional investors such as insurance funds have been active in 

the property derivatives market, utilising IPD All Property contracts for the purpose of broad asset 

allocation. A handful of hedge funds in the market are unique in that they seek to trade property 

http://sites.google.com/site/pdigdraft/getting-started/PDIG-GettingintoPropertyDerivatives.PDF?attredirects=0
http://www.ipd.com/OurProducts/Indices/IPDIndexGuide/tabid/935/Default.aspx
http://www.ipd.com/OurProducts/Indices/DerivativesInformation/LicenseeBanks/tabid/1352/Default.aspx
http://www.ipd.com/OurProducts/Indices/DerivativesInformation/UKTradingVolumes/tabid/489/Default.aspx
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derivatives – meaning they enter into positions for speculative purposes and focus on shorter-term 

plays.  

 

Demand for sector and sub-sector property derivatives 

Property fund managers, on the other hand, have had limited involvement in the market to date, 

largely because All Property trades are inappropriate for their needs. Property funds get allocated 

resources specifically for investment in property, and they are thus structurally long property 

(property funds secure mandates because contributors are looking to gain property exposure, not 

remove it). Their interest lies more in the dynamics and relative performance of specific property 

sectors (e.g. Office, Retail, Industrial) and sub-sectors (e.g. Shopping Centres, City Offices etc.). 

Similarly, listed property companies have shareholders that have purchased ownership stakes 

precisely because they believe the company is able to do a good job of investing specifically in 

property. Broad IPD All Property plays tend to be inappropriate for such property-focused 

institutions. It is thus unsurprising that we have discovered a great deal of latent demand for sector 

and sub-sector property derivatives among property fund managers, listed property companies, 

private property companies and a number of other end-user classes (including corporates whose 

core business in not necessarily property, but that nevertheless retain large property exposures).  

 

The market conundrum 

Despite the obvious latent demand for sector and sub-sector trades though, activity in these markets 

has been subdued thus far. To understand why this is, we can look at two broad sets of factors.  

1. End-user specific: Hurdles on the side of end-users that hinder trades 

2. Intermediary specific: Hurdles as a result of the relatively undeveloped nature of 

intermediary functions in the market 

These two sets of factors are closely related, but can be separated conceptually. On the one hand, 

there has to be effective demand from end-users (i.e. institutions prepared to enter into trades, 

provided that the opportunity to do so exists). On the other hand, there has to be effective channels 

for such institutions to enter into trades when they want to. Intermediaries such as banks and 

brokers seek to allow end-users to act, but the development of those intermediary functions 

crucially rests on end-users being prepared to act. To complicate matters further, the likelihood of 

end-users acting is directly linked to the availability of intermediary functions. The words ‘chicken’ 
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and ‘egg’ spring to mind almost immediately. Before getting too pessimistic about this it is worth 

noting that market development is well underway in these instruments: The end-user side and 

intermediary side are developing steadily in response to signals from each other.  

 

The ingredients for a successful market 

Despite encouraging progress in the sector and sub-sector property derivatives market, nobody is 

going to claim that these are well-functioning markets yet. To explore why this is the case we can 

consider some of the ingredients of a successful market: 

1) Fundamental Demand: There needs to a strong belief in the usefulness effectiveness of 

derivatives 

2) Contingent Demand: There needs to be attractive terms available that induce people to 

enter into transactions – for example, attractive pricing, and appropriate trade specifications 

(size, duration etc.) 

3) Precedents and confidence: Markets are assisted if there is a prevailing positive attitude 

towards the market from among the professional peer group, especially if members set 

examples within the market for others to follow 

4) Internal systems: Institutions need to have the internal technical capabilities to deal with the 

practicalities of trades. This includes having the technical knowledge about how trades work, 

having the legal/regulatory/contractual elements straightened out, and having systems in 

place to execute trades (e.g. are institutions set up with intermediaries, and do they have 

the technical know-how to administer and monitor the trades once executed) 

5) The intermediary system: This is the market infrastructure as it were – a functioning market 

requires the existence of intermediaries. This includes dealers who are prepared to buy and 

sell, and brokers who make introductions and facilitate price discovery. The intermediary 

system serves to catalyse points 1-4 above, and bring a market to life 

 

To frame the discussion from this point on, I will first look at the state of the market from the 

perspective of the intermediary system, before moving on to look more specifically at factors 

affecting demand among end-users.  
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The dynamics of the sector and sub-sector markets 

So what is going on in these markets? A key point is that they are not yet mature markets. Mature 

markets, such as interest rate swaps, are characterised by a large number of players, significant 

market depth (meaning large transactions can take place without significantly standing out and 

moving prices), and high liquidity (meaning that instruments can be bought and sold rapidly). 

Mature markets are associated with high volumes (high notional value of trades recorded) and well 

established market-makers (banks that will act as dealers) charging small bid-offer spreads (market-

makers/dealers will buy – bid – at a lower price and sell – offer – at a higher price, the difference 

being the ‘spread’). Dealers seek to enter into a position and to then offset it against an opposite 

position, taking the spread between those positions as compensation. In markets such as nominal 

interest rate swaps the quoted bid-offer spreads are around 1 basis point, and in inflation swap 

markets the quoted bid-offer spreads are around 4 basis points. In contrast to this, the IPF UK All 

Property contracts have a quoted bid-offer spread of around 100 basis points. Sector and sub-sector 

derivatives do not have publically available pricing, and the spreads are wider. Such wide spreads 

reflects the illiquidity of the market i.e. they are a response by dealers to the fact that if they buy or 

sell something, it will take time to find an offsetting position and they run a risk during that time that 

markets will change. The potential irony is that end-user interest in entering into trades is reduced 

when bid-offer spreads are high, creating something of a self-fulfilling feedback loop of lack of 

liquidity and wide bid-offer spreads. 

 

A problem for some more than others 

The lack of liquidity in the sector and sub-sector markets does not mean highly effective deals 

cannot be arranged – a broker’s job in this market is precisely to work with end-users and bank 

dealers to construct select transactions in an environment in which such transactions cannot simply 

be entered into at will. That said, a lack of liquidity prevents the entry of certain players that require 

greater flexibility in their positions. A lack of liquidity, for example, prevents speculative players such 

as hedge funds from readily entering the market. Speculative players are discouraged by large bid-

offer spreads and the inability to quickly get into and out of positions. Short term tactical plays don’t 

thrive in slow-moving environments. It is unrealistic to expect a hedge fund, for example, to enter 

into a position and then to try exit it a week later. Arranging a back-to-back deal would take too 

long, and the alternative of going direct to a bank dealer at short notice might mean a wide bid-offer 

spread eliminates any gains that might have been made. It is not only hedge funds that get affected 

by a lack of liquidity – many property companies appreciate the concept of sector and sub-sector 
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property derivatives but are concerned by the inability to readily alter their hedge positions as the 

composition of their underlying property portfolio changes. In other words, they need to be able to 

dynamically hedge. If they cannot tweak their property derivative positions fairly readily, it becomes 

difficult to use them in flexible hedging strategies. Many property companies say they would get 

involved in the market very quickly if liquidity improved. Those who have studied game theory might 

find the situation interesting - it would be in everyone’s collective interest to enter the market – 

because if they did, liquidity would greatly improve – but from the perspective of individual interest 

the picture is harder: institutions are reluctant to enter the illiquid market by themselves in case 

others do not follow suit. It is a similar case to the prisoners’ dilemma.  

 

Solving the conundrum 

So how does one solve this conundrum? Many established markets have been through the exact 

same issues1 and the key lies in the co-evolution of market depth (increasing the number of users) 

with a responsive system of market intermediaries. This is tricky to achieve, and there are different 

arguments as to which side of that equation is more important. There are two schools of thought 

here: Some believe that the key is to induce greater end-user participation by improving the 

intermediary functions in the market. It could be argued, for example, that banks should deliberately 

lower their bid-offer spreads in order to kick-start greater liquidity – in effect subsidising the market 

through potential loss-leaders. In reality, such a strategy has been made less likely by the financial 

turmoil experienced by many banks, most of whom have an imperative to reduce risk and conserve 

capital rather than lead the development of newer markets through potentially risky subsidies2. The 

second approach, which seems promising, is developing market depth by increasing the number of 

end-users involved in the market. This process is well underway and it is apparent that positive gains 

have been made towards changing the negative feedback loop of low liquidity and undeveloped 

intermediary functions into a positive one where liquidity increases, volumes increase and bid-offer 

spreads reduce. 

 

It is also likely that once an initial level of market depth is developed, a second wave of demand from 

end-users will be triggered. For example, significant latent demand exists from end-users who 

                                                                 
1
 For example, the early phases of the nominal interest rate swap market in the early 80s exhibited low levels 

of liquidity. 
2
 The fl ip side of this is that those banks who are less exposed to the financial turmoil might be in a position to 

offer better spreads – we have seen evidence of this. 
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require large size trades, and the market will be more attractive to them once that size can be 

absorbed. Thus, an initial intensity of activity could unlock the intensity greater intensity would be 

unlocked as large players take advantage of what would then be trade sizes that make economic 

sense to them (in terms of numbers here, there are players that need to deal in sizes of £50 million 

at least, and significantly higher amounts as well). On the other hand, increased market depth and 

liquidity would also be likely to bring in a raft of speculative players such as hedge funds , which 

would help to develop the dynamism and responsiveness of the market. 

 

Improving the intermediary side of the conundrum: Banks and brokers 

In many financial markets, the established practice is for end-users of financial instruments to 

approach bank dealers to obtain quotes for those instruments. To some extent this is also true in the 

property derivatives markets, but it is significantly harder for end-users to obtain firm quotes, and 

often the quotes they obtain may not be attractive due to wide bid-offer spreads. That said, banks 

have been able to generate a steady number of end-user deals in the IPD UK All Property contracts, 

either through leveraging their existing contacts or through efforts by sales teams operating on 

exotics dealing desks (‘exotics’ is the term used by banks for less well-established markets). 

 

In more established swap markets, brokers have tended to restrict themselves to the inter-dealer 

market. In other words, they specialise in matching bank dealers up with each other. The reason why 

brokers in more established financial instruments tend to limit themselves to the inter-dealer 

market is that there is not a necessarily a convincing case to be made for a broker to arrange deals 

between an end-user and a dealer. If brokers are simply going to introduce an end-user to a bank, 

they do not in all cases offer much added value to that end-user. In a more developing market such 

as property derivatives, the conventions are more open. There is a small but significant inter-dealer 

broker market in the IPD UK All Property swap contracts, but brokers have also taken time to speak 

to end-user clients, in some cases forming partnerships with property consultancies in order to 

access end-users. 

 

Sector and sub-sector brokerage 

It is apparent that in the sector and sub-sector property derivatives markets, the need for specialist 

brokers is acute. What we tend to find is that, in sectors and sub-sectors, banks tend to avoid 
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quoting prices unless they have already have an offsetting posi tion lined up. In other words, they are 

reluctant to warehouse sector and sub-sector positions. It is likely that the market will operate 

through this process of back-to-back matching for some time yet. There is as yet no permanent 

inter-dealer market for these instruments and brokers operating in this space have a more loosely 

defined role that can span a wider range of players and more diverse set of functions than in the 

average market. This includes working both with end-users and bank dealers, and helping to bring 

together parts of a deal or whole deals, depending on who needs what. Brokers can be key in 

identifying sources of demand and liquidity, and play an integral role in improving price discovery. In 

a market where limited dealers are constrained by limited end-users, brokers act a dynamic force, 

matching up positions, making introductions and unlocking latent demand from institutions.  

 

Matching trades 

Specialist brokers in the sector and sub-sector markets focus on building up a picture of market 

positions and in matching up those positions. Very simply, if I know that counterparty X is on the 

lookout for hedging opportunities in, for example, City Offices, I proactively seek out those who 

might be looking to gain synthetic exposure to City Offices, and see whether a two-way market can 

be built before moving into discussions with dealers. In the course of our discussions with many end-

users, it has emerged that this model is the one they prefer. The basic point is that, in sector and 

sub-sector trades, both sides of a deal generally need to be identified before the trade will take place. 

The traditional dealer model of warehousing positions until they can offset it does not function 

efficiently in these markets, and if banks were to quote naked prices they would have to protect 

themselves against market risk by building in significant bid-offer spreads. In this context, it becomes 

apparent that a specialist broker can do a lot to assist both end-users and bank dealers in finding 

satisfactory counterparties to complete matching two-way trades.  

 

A closer look at the liquidity / bid-offer spread relationship 

Part of the reason why end-users have been attracted to the concept of disintermediation though is 

due to the wide bid-offer spreads prevalent in the intermediary system. Bringing the spreads down 

would improve the attractiveness of trades. It is thus worth considering what factors drive those 

spreads in a bit more depth. 

A) Bid-offer spreads are a closely related to the number of users in the market and the difficulty 

dealers have in finding an opposing position. The limited number of users in the market 
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makes it risky for banks to hold unprotected positions, and that risk is reflected in the 

spreads.  

B) Bid-offer spreads might also reflect the perceived volatility of the derivatives market. If it 

takes time to find offsetting positions, and derivative pricing is thought to be volatile, the 

more leeway dealers need to protect themselves from losses. Recently, pricing on the IPD 

UK All Property contracts has shown itself to be volatile, with significant moves taking place. 

The shallow depth of the derivatives market might be behind this volatility and derivative 

pricing incorporates changes in sentiment much more readi ly than physical property does.  

C) A further factor here is the state of competition among market-makers. In more established 

markets, margins would be eroded by the presence of more players undercutting each other 

in an attempt to win business. Competition is related to profitability. In order for dealers to 

get involved in the market, it first has to make economic sense for them to do so. Given that 

the number of trades going through the property derivatives market remains limited, it 

might not be viable to reduce spreads beyond certain levels. In other words, even if there is 

leeway in terms of risk exposure for banks to reduce the spreads, it might not be economical 

for them to do so in the context of limited demand - to compete with high volume / low 

margin type operations such as equities and FX, low volume areas need to have higher 

margins. 

 

The need for co-operation 

In the final analysis, liquidity, bid-offer spreads, trade sizes, and volumes are all closely related. The 

key remains in encouraging new end-users and setting the scene for current end-users to enter the 

market a bit more proactively. This requires cooperation between those seeking to intermediate, 

and those seeking to use the products. In the sector and sub-sector markets in particular the future 

lies very clearly in a system of dynamic co-operation between end-users, specialist brokers, and bank 

dealers. The current back-to-back matching phase that we are in requires that two-way interest be 

identified, and then brought to life through responsive dealers. Whether it is bank sales teams or 

brokers, or both, that work to uncover that two-way end-user interest is merely a technicality. The 

model looks set to be one where end-users report their positions to brokers and/or bank dealers, 

and those intermediaries seek to locate an opposite position from another end-user counterparty. If 

an appropriate offsetting position gets found the deal is arranged, with the end-users agreeing the 

price, and letting the dealer take the credit risk from both end-user counterparties in the middle.  
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It would generally be assumed that such a setup would, in time, give way to a situation where bank 

dealers would be prepared to take on unprotected sector and sub-sector positions – in other words, 

to warehouse the risk on a position brought to them by an end-user and then seek to offset that 

position later. If that were to become the case to a great enough extent, it is possible that the need 

for brokers to liaise with end-users will dissipate and brokers will move exclusively to an interdealer 

market. At the market’s current phase though, brokers represent a vital supplement to bank sales 

teams, some of which have been trimmed due to bank staffing cuts. 

 

A temporary situation? 

There are lingering doubts though, as to whether the sector and sub-sector markets will ever be 

highly liquid. It cannot be taken for granted that that there is a wide enough pool of end-users to 

sustain a property derivative market-making model akin to those found in other financial 

instruments. In other words, there may be structural features of the property industry itself that do 

not encourage a large derivatives market. In particular, it remains an open question as to whether 

those involved in the property industry will generally come to see the instruments as practical and 

attractive. It goes without saying that in order for the market to become highly liquid, property 

derivatives have to seem attractive from the perspective of those users, but there remains a 

significant degree of ambivalence towards the instruments from property professionals. This has 

important implications for how we approach the market. I will now go into some more detail 

regarding some of the factors that affect the perception of property derivatives from the perspective 

of the end-user. 

 

The end-user side of the conundrum 

There is a saying out there that goes, “you can lead a horse to water, but you cannot make it drink”. 

In the sector and sub-sector property derivatives market, a lot of end-users are pacing about around 

the lake, but drinking has thus far been limited. What is the reason for this? Firstly the horses have 

to be thirsty enough. Secondly, each individual horse wants to see that other horses are drinking 

from the same water. Thirdly, there may be impediments blocking access to the water. I don’t want 

to overuse this analogy but I think it is important to emphasise that a large part of the resistance to 

entering the market can be found in the lack of precedents and the lack of technical capabilities , 

rather than a strict lack of demand. More conservative players want to see others enter the market 

first before venturing in, and they also might not be set up to deal with derivative products.   
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Before considering those issues though, it is important to take a realistic look at the demand for the 

market. There remains debate as to whether property derivative trades are ever likely to be widely 

used and widely viewed as essential. Indeed, there is nothing to gain from insisting to property 

professionals that they ‘should’ want to use the instruments for X,Y, and Z theoretical reason, unless 

it actually makes sense to them in the context of their core business operations.  The information 

that follows is derived directly from many conversations with property professionals.  

 

Issues affecting fundamental demand 

The nature of the underlying asset: Lack of volatility 

A commonly cited issue with property derivative markets is that there is a lack of diversity of 

opinion. One of the major factors behind this is the lack of volatility in the underlying physical 

property that derivatives indices are based on. There is much written about the particular 

characteristics of property, but one easily observable feature is that as an asset class it tends to have 

infrequent inflection points when compared to other asset classes. This is due in part to the 

underlying illiquidity of the physical property market which means actual transaction prices are not 

frequent and easily observable. I am sure that the property professionals reading this have a more 

advanced understanding of these issues than I claim to. In terms of derivatives however, this lack of 

volatility affects potential levels of demand for derivative products. In general, derivatives markets 

tend to thrive when the underlying reference asset is volatile, for example in oil. In the oil market, 

there are a huge number of natural players (i.e. players that have real world interests in oil, for 

example, electricity utilities) with diverse needs. In such a market there is a wide diversity of opinion 

about the direction of future oil prices, at least in the shorter term. Political events, unpredictable 

environmental factors and economic indicators can have large impacts on the outlook for supply and 

demand and the underlying prices can respond rapidly. This creates an environment in which it can 

be advantageous to use derivatives, both as a hedge against volatility in the underlying asset, and as 

a means to profitably speculate on changes in the asset’s outlook.  This attracts a large number of 

speculative players to enter the market, which further increases the liquidity. One can buy and sell at 

a moment’s notice in such a market. Physical property on the other hand, tends to display a lot more 

inertia and the lack of liquid transactions in the physical market means there is no readily available 

expression of short term changes in sentiment. This means the imperative to guard against volatility 

or the attractiveness of speculation is much more muted. The finance director of a property 
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company might appreciate the concept of a derivative in principle, but from their perspective there 

is no overriding imperative for them to enter into transactions. This contrasts with the FD of a 

transport company for example, who might have a critical imperative to hedge fuel price exposures. 

 

The nature of the underlying asset: The inability to short 

A further consequence of the illiquidity of physical property is that is cannot be shorted. Short selling 

is the process of borrowing an asset, selling it on the open market, repurchasing it at a later date and 

then returning it to its owner. Technically I might be able to borrow a property from its owner, but it 

is highly unlikely that I can sell it and then attempt to repurchase it at a lower price before returning 

it to its owner. The property market simply does not work like that and any attempts to do that 

would be prohibitively costly and time consuming. If it were possible to effectively short underlying 

physical property, there might be some interesting arbitrage plays that would encourage the 

development of derivatives. Seeing as though you cannot do so though, such strategies are merely 

academic. This same illiquidity of physical property poses problems for the pricing of property 

derivatives. In many derivatives markets, the prices of derivatives are constrained by arbitrage 

considerations. For example, even if I believe that oil prices in the future must be lower, I cannot 

readily expect to purchase a futures contract priced below current spot levels. This is because if such 

a contract did exist, it would quickly be snapped up by arbitrageurs who would short physical oil and 

simultaneously buy futures that would allow them to repurchase the oil at a lower price3. This means 

that there are limitations to the price ranges of such derivatives. The illiquidity of physical property 

means that property derivatives are not constrained by arbitrage considerations. This need not be a 

negative point but it does mean that players that specialise in arbitrage are unlikely to enter the 

market. 

 

The nature of the underlying asset: Heterogeneity and derivative basis risk 

Unlike commodity assets or equities, physical property is heterogeneous. This means that what is 

true for assets on a broad averaged level is not necessarily true for assets at a specific level. Given 

that property derivatives are based on property indices that represent property at an averaged level, 

the spectre of basis risk emerges. Basis risk is a risk related to hedging activities. It is the risk that the 

                                                                 
3
 This happened earlier this year when oil  traders were able to purchase oil  and simultaneously sell  futures 

that allowed them to deliver it at higher prices later. They literally chartered ships in which to store the oil  
while they waited for the future delivery. The trade guarantees riskless profit, provided that the cost of storage 
and financing the deal (the ‘cost of carry’) does not eliminate gains. 
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asset to be hedged and the instrument used to hedge it, do not correlate with each other. Effective 

hedging requires a high degree of correlation between the underlying asset and the derivative 

instrument used to hedge it. The heterogeneity of property portfolios means that when attempting 

to hedge such portfolios, there is a risk that the indices used to hedge do not match that portfolio 

closely enough, resulting in imperfect hedges. The smaller and less diversified a portfolio is, the 

more susceptible it might be to such basis risk. Many property companies that I speak to frequently 

cite basis risk as one of the factors holding them back from the market. The IPD UK All Property 

contract, which is the most readily available contract, is particularly subject to basis risk because it 

represents a wide diversified collection of properties – very few companies have a large and 

diversified enough portfolio to claim that their exposure matches that of the 12000 or so properties 

in the IPD All Property Annual index. Indeed, one of the reasons that sector and sub-sector 

derivatives appeal to end-users is that such instruments are based on more specific collections of 

property and are thus less exposed to basis risk. 

 

The question of appropriateness: Core business models and fund mandates 

A recurrent theme among some property companies and property fund managers is that derivatives 

do not fall within the remit of their core business of investing in physical property. The use of 

instruments that offer synthetic exposure to property are sometimes seen as a non-core add-on that 

might upset shareholders. A related factor is to do with fund mandates – many property funds have 

set mandates that prohibit, or are ambivalent towards, the use of derivatives. Other restrictions 

might be prohibitions against using instruments to go short (i.e. long only funds) and against using 

leverage (swap structures are leveraged in that they offer exposure to a notional principal amount, 

without actually having to outlay that principal amount). Some funds (in particular unleveraged 

funds) do not have credit lines set up with banks, which poses problems for setting up derivatives 

contracts which create credit exposures. Funds with local authority mandates also tend to have 

restrictions related to the use of derivatives. 

 

Number of end-users 

The illiquidity and low volatility of physical property suggests that, whatever the future progression 

of the property derivatives market might be, it is unlikely to ever be of a size comparable to those 

based on more liquid and volatile assets. There are also natural limitations to the number of 

organisations that would use derivative products to deal with property exposures. While property is 
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a very large global asset class and while there are many companies with property exposure, it is 

unlikely that all of them will come to see property derivatives as appropriate instruments in their 

operations. This is clearly a different situation to, say, the interest rate derivative and currency 

derivative markets - virtually every company in the world, regardless of their core operations, has 

interest rate exposure and any company involved in international trade and FDI has currency 

exposure. It is thus unsurprising that highly liquid derivatives markets form to deal with such 

universal risk factors. Furthermore, such instruments are fairly unproblematic to price and the 

underlying reference assets are homogenous (e.g. one dollar is the same as any other dollar). Those 

markets attract a lot of intermediaries, speculative players and arbitrageurs.  Sector and sub-sector 

property derivatives markets are unlikely to ever attain the same intensity of activity because, in 

addition to the issues discussed in the sections above, they would probably only be used by 

specialist players. Many of those specialist players would also be unlikely to be actively trading 

property derivatives as a core part of their business (i.e. entering into and out of property derivatives 

on a regular basis). In the light of current information and sentiment towards the instruments, I 

would estimate that there are approximately 200-300 potential core end-users in the UK market. 

While this is not a huge number, it could form the basis of a robust medium-sized market with an 

intensity of activity that enables end-users to enter and tend to their practical needs adequately. 

 

Contingent demand 

It is apparent that the entry of certain players into the market is contingent on the state of the 

market itself. A significant number of players I speak to agree that property derivatives could be a 

highly useful and versatile tool in their box of tricks, but nevertheless remain distant from the 

market due to contingent factors such as pricing attractiveness, trade sizes and liquidity. It is also 

apparent that a key variable that could swing this market is the extent that non-property players get 

involved, and contingent factors play an important role there. 

 

Issues with pricing attractiveness  

Pricing levels are obviously a very important factor in the attractiveness of derivatives. I have already 

discussed the issue of bid-offer spreads and how they might affect the attractiveness of pricing. A 

broader issue is the way the derivative markets respond to the sentiment surrounding the 

underlying physical property markets. It appears that, perhaps due to the current lack of market 

depth, property derivative pricing tends to be subject to too few moderating effects and thus has a 
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tendency to over or undershoot sentiment. One of the consequences of this is that when things are 

looking bad, and sentiment deteriorates, the pricing might move too low for hedging to be 

attractive, even if hedging might be the dominant impulse among end-users. A lot of the players we 

spoke to earlier this year were keen in principle to hedge but just did not find the pricing (for 

example, on the IPD UK All Property contracts) realistic – sure you could hedge, but only by locking 

into what was seen as too big a loss. Similarly, improved sentiment might send pricing might up too 

much and the buyers retreat. This is something we experienced more recently, when the relative 

attractiveness of gaining property exposure via derivatives deteriorated when compared to other 

means of gaining indirect exposure to property, such as buying into specialist close-ended funds at 

distressed levels on the secondary market. These pricing issues are common in new markets, and 

lots of opportunities can in fact be thrown up through the change of prices for those players that can 

move fast. On the other hand, the lack of mature responsiveness in the market can marginalise 

slower moving players.  

 

Understanding swap pricing 

Not all institutions have yet got their head around what property derivative pricing actually shows 

them in terms of specific elements of property returns. A clear understanding would go a long way 

to encouraging participation and views on prices. Swap pricing is presented as an annual rate that 

reflects total returns (rental plus capital appreciation/depreciation) over a set time horizon. In order 

to understand what the pricing implies about property performance in particular calendar years, and 

for particular elements of the total return (e.g. capital values), the pricing needs to be split into 

components. For example, the prices can be used to elucidate implied values for, let’s say, the total 

return in 2012 (off a 2011 base). When certain assumptions are made about rental returns, implied 

capital appreciation in particular calendar years can also be assessed. Doing this allows users to 

assess the underlying substance of the pricing and transform it into more intuitive formats. 

Eurohypo have produced an online calculator for this purpose (http://www.eurohypo.com/redcalc).  

 

Price discovery 

Greater understanding of the underlying components of pricing would assist in price discovery. 

Prices for sector and sub-sector property derivatives are not quoted publicly by market-makers, and 

pricing tends to be initiated by end-users. End-users in the market have specialist skills in 

understanding property and have strong views on where sector property returns will be over 

different time horizons. Property derivative prices can thus be set, and/or assessed in relation to 

http://www.eurohypo.com/redcalc
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internal company forecasts. That said, very few end-users actively seek to disseminate levels at 

which they would trade. The lack of public pricing can sometimes lead to the perception that “there 

is no market”, especially when end-users have become used to financial products that have easily 

viewable quoted prices. There is a big leap between simply choosing between different dealers’ 

prices (such as in the interest rate swaps market) and actually initiating the pricing yourself. A key 

hurdle then is to convince end-users to move away from a ‘price-taker’ style of thinking to one of a 

‘price-giver’. The lack of public pricing does not mean there is no market - there are definitely two-

way interests in sector and sub-sector property derivatives, and where there are two way interests 

there is a market – but the extra effort required in being a ‘price-giver’ (or concerns about sharing a 

view) means that the market remains hidden and/or imperceptible to those who do not have the 

inclination to look for it. The result of this is a ‘shadow market’ of opaque interests not yet fully 

brought into the light by intermediary functions.  

 

As a broker, it is my job to try shed light on these markets and assist in price discovery. Price 

discovery for sector and sub-sector property derivatives is an interesting process. Perhaps 

unsurprisingly, there is a tendency for there to be a wide discrepancy, initially at le ast, between 

buyer and seller pricing. It is an inevitable part of an illiquid market though that price discovery takes 

place cautiously – nobody wants to be hit at too high a price or lifted at too low a price. This 

sometimes poses a problem for getting a market moving, because the caution of the players might 

prevent them from actually getting deals done, which, from a broker’s perspective is frustrating. A 

common scenario, for example, is that a price is offered that is too high, and the potential buyer 

then rejects the level as unrealistic and declines to counter in the belief that the seller is just too far 

away. Then again, matching interests in sector and sub-sector property derivatives is perhaps similar 

to matching interests in physical property, where buyers come in low and sellers high and then 

haggle with each other. 

While it is clear that pricing remains a sticky point for some users, it is not necessarily the primary 

deal maker or breaker. There are other issues for users to address before they can act upon their 

demand. A few of these will be discussed below. 

 

Trade sizes and completion times 

As a result of issues linked to the financial crisis, the average size of trades on the IPD UK All Property 

contracts has decreased to less than £10 million. A lot of those trades though, are interbank trades. 
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In the sector and sub-sector markets the requested trade sizes tend to be larger. We see interests in 

the region of £50 million and substantially larger than that too. Such large trades are unlikely to be 

readily warehoused by banks, most of which would first have to find the other side to a sector trade 

before accepting a position. Some of the larger end-users are frustrated by this, and thus avoid the 

market. One of the solutions is to put trades through in smaller chunks. The other solution, already 

discussed, is for brokers/bank sales teams to find an offsetting position from another end-user that 

will allow the trade to be cleared through a bank without that bank taking on too much market risk. 

Indeed, some banks closely co-operate with brokers in trying to put together larger end-user based 

deals. It is important for cooperation to continue and increase because trying to organise deals 

unilaterally can cause delays. It could, for example, take several weeks to pin down counterparties 

during which time pricing can move away from the end-user that has placed the order. 

 

Internal systems: Communication 

One of the factors that contributes to the time it takes to complete trades is the fact that there is a 

disjuncture between the keenness of market participants to enter the market, and their technical 

and institutional ability to do so (i.e. their ability to act upon that keenness). Many property fund 

managers, for example, are still developing effective internal systems to act upon property 

derivative opportunities. It is important to be sensitive to the fact that, unlike bond and equity fund 

management units where derivatives have been in use for quite some time, property fund 

management units are not geared up to execute derivatives transactions easily. There are no in-

house execution traders in property funds, largely because their primary asset, property, has never 

required such functions. Physical property assets are illiquid and can take months to transact, and 

historically there has been no need for in-house staff to be in touch with brokers and market-

makers. There seems to be an internal pattern emerging though, with several organisations putting 

guidelines in place for dealing with derivatives trades. The initial assessment of derivative 

opportunities quite often takes place in research and strategy departments, who will then pass on 

interests to specific fund managers and advise them on the pricing. Lastly, fund managers will pass 

on the responsibility for execution of derivative transactions to the treasury level. 

 

Despite encouraging efforts to streamline systems though, the communication channels for dealing 

with property derivatives within fund management houses and property companies remain 

fragmented. From an intermediary’s perspective, this fragmentation can have the effect of slowing 
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down responses to potential derivative opportunities. It is not unusual to have to wait for up to two 

weeks for a response to a derivatives interest, by which time the pricing might change and the 

interest might fade away (this is especially the case if both sides take time to respond). It is great 

that several fund managers have established dedicated teams seeking to rectify this situation and to 

better respond to such interests. Executing single transactions is one thing but for consistent use of 

derivatives, back and middle office functions need to be well developed. Indeed, it can take over a 

year to set up advanced capabilities in property derivatives. Funds need to have ISDA documentation 

in place with banks, the legalities need to be sorted out, cash flows need to be understood, and 

mark-to-market risks and volatility need to be accounted for, among other things. 

 

Institutional inertia 

Property derivatives have been getting a considerable degree of press in real estate publications and 

conferences. It is fair to say that they are a hot topic. At the IPF dinner in June, for example, property 

derivatives were mentioned positively several times in the speeches. It is also fair to say though, that 

there remains a significant degree of skepticism towards them on the part of many property 

professionals. Very simply, while property professionals have spent some time familiarising 

themselves with the instruments, many have yet to move beyond that point. This is not intended to 

be a criticism – indeed, the property world has functioned for a very long time without the use of 

such instruments and it is a perfectly healthy reaction to treat newer and less-established strategies 

and concepts with caution until they have proved themselves (indeed, given the state of the global 

economy, financial market participants should be well aware of the risks of overenthusiastic and 

uncritical acceptance of complex financial products). Many property institutions have felt it 

necessary to proactively set about investigating how best they might use property derivatives, but 

such explorations do not necessarily translate into concrete will to use the instruments. Often those 

tasked with investigating the products are on the research and strategy side and are in middle or 

junior management positions, and are not always in prime position to encourage executive 

decisions. I often hear the refrain “it looks good but I’ll have to pass this by the board first”. There 

are generational issues at play too. Within large organisations, some of the most enthusiastic 

supporters of property derivatives are younger professionals who have gained their formative 

experiences in an era when financial innovation has taken centre stage. Again, this is certainly not a 

criticism of the senior management, but merely an observation of the difference in focus and 

perspective of different generations.  
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When these factors are put together, they can cause some institutional inertia. Those on the 

research and strategy side might be tasked with investigating derivatives but might not get much joy 

from fund managers who would actually be responsible for using them. Further up the line, 

company directors and the board might listen to the enthusiasts but may not be prepared to make 

bold moves in new markets. Right now, consensus opinion remains ambivalent towards derivatives, 

which means that those high up in companies need not feel too much pressure to act. There are 

however, signs that this may change. Already property professionals are being pushed to enter 

discussions about derivatives whether they want to or not and those that don’t do this risk being left 

behind in conference discussions and professional meetings. This is not to get preachy – regardless 

about what enthusiasts say, property derivatives do not obviously suit all organisations, and nor are 

they the obvious future of property – but it is becoming increasingly difficult for professionals to 

ignore them. Whether an organisation prides itself on leading the pack, or whether it prefers to 

focus on more traditional strategies, pragmatic engagement with new tools is always likely to be 

preferable than lack of engagement. It is thus encouraging that over the last several months, a 

variety of end-users, some of them unlikely suspects, have sought to meet with us in order to get a 

better feel for the market. 

 

Important technical issues and the need for training 

There are a number of technical issues that end-users need to get their heads around. Marking 

derivatives to market when liquidity is low is an issue that needs to be addressed. The specifics of 

collateralisation of derivatives need to be understood. It is important to factor into decisions the fact 

that changes in the valuation of a property derivative can lead to margin calls which can materially 

impact firms’ cash flows. Furthermore, in terms of payoffs in hedging transactions, there is a 

disjuncture between the way a derivative and the underlying property pay off. Derivatives are 

settled in cash, whereas gains on physical property are sometimes purely valuation gains made on 

paper (i.e. unrealised gains on a balance sheet). In the context of a hedging strategy this could affect 

a company’s cash position if they have to pay out cash on a derivative with no offsetting cash flow 

from an appreciating underlying physical property portfolio.  

 

Given the variety of issues mentioned above, it is apparent that there is need for increased 

availability of training in property derivatives. While some larger organisations have internal 

programmes for property derivative training, there is definite scope for consultancy type work in 
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assisting and advising fund managers and property companies on their property derivative 

capabilities. In this regard there are some good initiatives underway – a well-known market expert, 

Gary McNamara, for example, has set up shop in order to provide training for end-users in the 

market. 

 

The experimentation approach 

Another approach that some larger organisations have taken is to experiment with the market, for 

example, by putting in place derivatives testing operations. Undertaking small test trades is 

potentially an effective way of learning the ropes of the market, observing the cash flows and 

judging the effectiveness of trades. In our conversations, a number of players have supported the 

idea of test trades in small size (e.g. 5 million). Given that action is often the best way to learn, this is 

a promising avenue for increased participation of end-users in the market. 

 

End Users and Strategies 

End users: Property Fund Managers 

In terms of sector and sub-sector property derivative trade readiness, property fund management 

houses have taken the lead, with several large institutions setting up advanced capabilities. They 

have entered into a limited number of sector and sub-sector transactions, and this number looks set 

to grow. A common refrain I have heard over the last few months is that fund managers will be 

ready to start entering the market towards the end of this year (2009). Property funds tend to be 

positive about the potential uses of sector and subsector contracts, in particular for portfolio 

balancing purposes, sector diversification purposes, and liquidity management. In terms of where 

responsibility within fund management organisations lies, it tends to be those on the indirect 

property fund side that have taken the lead in looking at property derivatives, perhaps because 

derivatives are more readily understood as another indirect tool to gain property exposure. Indirect 

funds also tend to have mandates that are more accommodating of derivatives. Some indirect 

property fund managers are looking at derivatives as a complementary tool to secondary market 

trades in unlisted funds. Derivatives trades are also being seen as useful tools in rebalancing 

property portfolios, for example, by hedging exposure to troubled sectors, and gaining quick 

exposure to sectors on the up. Direct property fund managers are looking into using property 

derivatives to gain exposure to property sectors rapidly at times when actual physical supply is hard 

to come by, and in so doing to reduce cash drag on their portfolios. Another strategy we have seen 
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in action is for funds to try use derivatives to gain exposure to sub-sectors where physical lot sizes 

can be uneconomic, for example, in shopping centres. Small funds will find it hard to gain diversified 

physical exposure to such ‘blocky’ assets, and in this context, a sub-sector derivative is one way to 

add such exposure to a portfolio. Other fund managers look to derivatives for liquidity management 

– if funds do not have sufficient cash on hand to deal with redemptions, forced sales of physical 

property can occur at discounted prices. Property derivatives can be used to gain exposure to 

property in a more liquid form than physical property. 

 

End users: Property investment companies and developers 

To date we have found that there has been significant interest in sector and sub-sector property 

derivatives from larger property companies. This includes REITS and large private firms with 

extensive investment portfolios. Such firms tend to look at property derivatives as a tool for hedging 

physical exposure, or alternatively, to enhance returns by screening out market risk from portfolios. 

This differs somewhat from property fund managers, who tend to see derivatives as tools not only 

for hedging, but also for rebalancing portfolios. Property fund managers have to be concerned with 

mandates and benchmarks, whereas property companies tend to be preoccupied with enhancing 

investor returns. Developers are a special case: They tend to be focused on enhancing the value of 

specific future projects. We have had a number of interesting enquiries from developers in recent 

months, who seem to be coming round to the idea of using sub-sector property derivatives as a 

means to partially hedge the value of development portfolios.  

 

End users: Hedge funds 

There are a handful of specialist property derivative hedge funds that are active in the market. That 

said, property derivatives have not been widely taken up by the hedge fund community as a tradable 

instrument in broader strategies. There is a case to be made for property derivatives to be used in 

tandem with strategies involving listed property securities, or securities with property exposure. For 

example, we had an interesting enquiry from a hedge fund looking at property derivatives as a way 

to screen out property risk from a large holding of retail shares. Property derivatives could also be 

incorporated within global macro strategies as a way to take advantage of perceived imbalances 

between geographic regions and asset classes. 
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End-users: Banks as end-users 

Apart from those banks that seek to be dealers in property derivatives, there are banks that would 

be classed as end-users of property derivatives. Many banks retain sizable property exposure, for 

example, through loans collateralised with property or through direct property holdings. Property 

derivatives are being explored as a way to manage that exposure. Basis risk can be an issue here – 

for example, we spoke to an institution looking to hedge a large loan exposure to a specific 

development project – the hurdle was in finding an index that could be a satisfactory match to the 

transaction in question, such that it would correlate to the performance of the loan. 

 

End users: Other corporates 

We have had a number of interesting conversations with non-property corporates (by which I mean 

companies whose core business is not property but that nevertheless retain significant property 

exposure). Large holdings of property by any company can have a significant effect on their balance 

sheets and derivatives are being looked at as a way to manage such exposures. These companies 

though, do not have property as their imperative and they do not necessarily undertake regular 

valuations of their property holdings. They are thus probably only likely to enter the market 

sporadically to take advantage of attractive pricing. 

 

End users: Property private equity 

This remains a fairly unexplored territory. Property private equity tends to involve targeting specific 

assets and attempting to enhance them or reposition them in the market. In the conversations that I 

have had with private equity professionals, it has emerged that property derivatives could be 

incorporated as part of exit strategies from particular projects. The specialist nature of that industry 

though, means that the instruments have not as yet been widely considered. 

 

Some specific strategies 

The appeal of funded note structures 

Several fund management institutions have entered into property derivatives deals in the form of 

structured notes linked to IPD index returns. Property swap transactions underlie these instruments 

but for end-users they are more easily identified as investment products because they require the 
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outlay of an initial principal amount. This principle is returned at the maturity of the note, adjusted 

for the performance of the underlying swap transaction.  

 

Fund managers note that the advantage of these structures is that they are an easier instrument to 

run past fund trustees, who are more used to the concept of outlaying a principle amount and 

making a return on it. Structured property notes are also unleveraged in that cash is required up 

front in order to buy exposure. This might be an advantage in that some fund mandates do not allow 

for the presence of leveraged derivative products. Several fund managers have mentioned that a 

further potential advantage of structured products is that counterparty risk only goes one way – the 

buyer of the product takes risk on the issuing bank but the note buyer does not represent a risk to 

the issuer, and therefore no credit lines need to be set in place. This can enable funds or companies 

with no IDSA agreements with a specific bank to enter into synthetic property transactions. 

Obviously though, the buyer takes credit risk on the issuing bank and in the context of the financial 

dislocations over the past two years, several fund managers have suggested that they would think 

twice about entering into longer term structured note transactions with banks where significant 

principal amounts are at risk. For our discussion though, an issue with structured property products 

is whether the pricing ends up being attractive at the sector and sub-sector level. In order to hedge 

structured note issuance, the issuing bank will be likely to need an institution on the other side of 

the transaction going short property. To date therefore, there has been limited activity in sector and 

sub-sector property structured products, a reflection of the limited development of the underlying 

swap markets. That said, issuing a structured note that can be bought in small chunks by a variety of 

buyers may be a useful way for a bank to deal with large trades – if, for example, there is a large 

seller of property exposure, the bank dealer can offset that by issuing a bull structured note that 

brings in a number of buyers to take on that risk. 

 

Another strategy is to use structured notes for short term cash management in funds. A small 

number of fund managers have mentioned that, provided that pricing was attractive, they would 

look at buying notes as a way to go long in sectors and sub-sectors in the short-term. Specifically, for 

those funds experiencing cash inflows, such short-term notes would be a potential means to avoid 

cash drag on a fund while suitable physical assets were sourced. For example, a specialist West End 

fund could enter into a 1 year IPD West End structured note and upon maturity disinvest and 

redirect the cash into physical property assets that have become available. 
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Property linked debt: A means to access funding on better terms? 

One of the possible reasons for ambivalence towards property derivatives on the part of some 

property companies is that the instruments are often pitched as tools to use on the asset side of 

their business. This is not always a fruitful approach: Property companies often argue that their core 

business is about investing in property assets, and that they already have a tried and tested toolbox 

for working with those assets. Long property derivative positions run the risk of being perceived as 

speculative dabbling in synthetic property that can clash with the core business of investing long in 

physical property. An obvious application of short positions is for hedging strategies, but many 

property companies argue that it is not their business to be hedging assets – after all, their core 

business might precisely be in taking risk on property assets. What might make more intuitive sense 

to financial directors and treasurers though, is if property derivatives were related to the liability 

side of their business. Some market participants are thus looking at derivatives as a tool for 

asset/liability management - the basic idea is that if property companies have income streams linked 

to property performance, it might make sense to correlate their debt exposures to property 

performance, such that when times are bad, they pay less on their debt, and when times are good, 

they pay more on their debt. At its most basic this could be arranged by overlaying a loan or bond 

issue with a property derivative. Alternatively, it would be possible for more elaborate structures to 

be created with a lending bank building property derivatives into the lending package. Indeed, banks 

have been exploring this as a way to reduce risk on loans – if a property company’s loan payments 

reduce in times of property downturns, the bank’s risk exposure to that loan reduces too. If their risk 

reduces, a lending bank might be more prepared to lend on better terms (Eurohypo offer an 

explanation here).  

 

This arrangement might not be attractive to all players, but could be attractive at different points in 

property cycles depending on the relative levels of interest rates and predicted property returns. The 

concept of linking debt to business activities is not new: In certain industry areas such as utilities, 

loans have often been linked to inflation through the use of inflation swaps. Given that many 

utilities’ cash-flows are regulated in line with RPI figures, it can make sense for them to let their debt 

float in accordance with RPI too. They sometimes therefore opt to swap fixed interest payments /or 

LIBOR linked interest payments for RPI linked payments.  

 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&source=web&ct=res&cd=2&ved=0CA0QFjAB&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.eurohypo.com%2Fmedia%2Fehlisten%2Fdeutsch%2Fpresse-research%2F2007_April_-_Hedging_Matters.pdf&ei=offWSpesA4X_4Ab1-Jj9CA&usg=AFQjCNGE_JECSEwjksI3T2sWhbpM3Gblyw&sig2=
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Screening out market risk / isolating specific risk 

Concerns regarding basis risk were discussed earlier. Basis risk is primarily an issue for hedging, 

where a party requires a high degree of correlation between the asset they wish to hedge and the 

instrument used to hedge it. If property derivatives are being used for investment purposes – i.e. to 

gain synthetic exposure to property – then basis risk is not present, because the instrument is 

viewed for its own merits rather than for how closely it matches some other asset (which is where 

the basis risk enters). An interesting point though, is that the discrepancy between property indices 

and specific properties might give rise to certain hedging strategies. A property index can be thought 

of as the best approximation we have of where the broad property market is at, and thus a 

derivative based on a property index can be thought of as an instrument that can be used to remove 

exposure to, or gain exposure to, generic property market risk. Individual portfolios though will be 

affected both by broad generic market factors, and unique non-generic factors.  Property derivatives 

could therefore be used in strategies that seek to screen out those generic factors that cannot be 

controlled (i.e. to be market neutral), whilst leaving the user with long exposure to specific factors 

that are controllable. This is a strategy that has been seriously considered by various institutions 

seeking to enhance returns.  

 

Property derivatives as a research tool 

Many property companies and fund managers seek to use property derivative pricing as a research 

tool to gauge sentiment towards future returns. There is some skepticism from certain players about 

the value of derivatives as forecasting tools, given that they might be somewhat circular (for 

example, derivative pricing will reflect other forecasts such as BPF forecasts). From a broker’s 

perspective in the sector and sub-sector markets this research function can be problematic, given 

that requests for sector pricing might be based on a desire to get market information rather than a 

desire to engage in a derivatives trade. This can have the unfortunate effect of reducing the 

confidence of those willing to quote prices, who do not want to unnecessarily reveal their own 

positions for the benefit of another party. Unfortunately, it is part and parcel of the brokerage game, 

and takes place in many different markets apart from property derivatives.  

 

The benefit of hindsight, and the future 

Those who are enthusiastic about property derivatives have, quite rightly, pointed out that 

companies could have done very well out of property derivatives had they acted before the financial 
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crisis and hedged their property portfolios. An argument could be made for countercyclical 

strategies – when things are looking good, it might pay to enter into hedging strategies, given that 

the forward pricing might be optimistically buoyed by the rising market. Similarly, it is apparent that 

earlier this year the derivatives pricing was overstating the downturn in property, and thus it would 

have made a lot of sense to buy. Such arguments are only easy to make in hindsight though, and as 

such are not waterproof – the future can only be assessed from the standpoint of the present and 

those that happen to choose correctly always get to say ‘I told you so’.  

 

We can apply the same logic to the future of the sector and sub-sector property derivatives market. 

Right now we are at a point where they could really take off, but equally there is a chance that they 

will remain in relative obscurity. Undoubtedly, in five years time, either the enthusiasts or the 

skeptics will be saying ‘I told you so’. It seems apparent though, that if the enthusiasts turn out to be 

correct, and the market takes off, then companies that have taken time to understand and 

experiment with the instruments will be very well placed to make the most of the emerging market. 

Those that do not prepare capabilities will be vindicated if the market continues to stumble along, 

but they might very well be kicking themselves if rivals discover innovative ways of enhancing 

returns through the use of derivative products.  

 

Hoare Capital believes that it will be some time still before the sector and sub-sector markets gain 

enough liquidity for end-users to rapidly enter into trades. That said, we do not see this as a reason 

to stay away from the market. Indeed, we believe that over the next year, the sector and sub-sector 

markets will see small to medium-sized flows driven by those who are serious about the 

instruments, and that this will form the basis for larger flows in the medium term.  It is not yet a 

market for those seeking fast trades and speculative positions, but it offers solid opportunitie s for 

those looking for new and innovative tools to complement their expertise in physical property. 
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Hoare Capital Markets 

Hoare Capital Markets provides high quality intermediation services in OTC derivatives and funding. 

Founded by Nick Hoare and a number of other highly experienced partners in 2008, the firm has 

gone from strength to strength, focusing on providing selective services to key financial market 

participants. Our qualitative non-commoditised approach is well-suited to our core markets, which 

includes corporate credit and ABS, inflation derivatives, property derivatives, and capital market 

funding. The firm has also benefited greatly in the last several months from the presence of former 

RICS president David Tuffin, a highly experienced figure in the property world with deep knowledge 

of real estate transactions and dynamics. Hoare Capital has also recently added a training business 

to provide specialist assistance in financial instruments. 

 

Contacts 

Property Derivatives: For more information on our approach to intermediation in the property 

derivatives market, please call Brett Scott on 0207 319 7915, or email bs@hoare-capital.com   

Funding Solutions: For more information on our funding solutions, including private placements and 

other forms of debt capital, please call Charles Bailly on 0207 319 7912, or email cb@hoare-

capital.com  

Financial Training: For more information on our specialist training programmes, please contact Peter 

Leahy on 0207 319 7933, or email pl@hoare-capital.com 
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Disclaimer: This material has been prepared by Hoare Capital Markets LLP for information purposes only and is not an offer 

to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security or instrument or to participate in any particular trading 

strategy. The author does not undertake any obligation to update this material. Hoare Capital Markets prepared this 

material from sources believed to be reliable, but makes no representations as to its accuracy or completeness. Additional 

information is available upon request. You should make your own independent evaluation of the relevance and adequacy of 

the information contained in this report and make such other investigations as you deem necessary, including obtaining 

independent financial advice, before participating in any transaction in respect of the securities or instruments referred to  in 

this material. 

THIS MATERIAL IS NOT INVESTMENT RESEARCH AS DEFINED BY THE FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY. 

Hoare Capital Markets LLP is authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial Services Authority 

Unless otherwise stated herein, this material is distributed by Hoare Capital Markets LLP. Registered Office: 16 Albemarle, 

London W1S 4HW. Company reg: OC334387 


